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Seasonal Adjustment and Forecasting in the Presence of Trend, R. W. Horns (Univ. of Leeds); Computer J., vol. 10, pp. 143-149, August 1967.

A general linear statistical model for simultaneous seasonal adjustment and trend estimation is considered for one- and two-term deterministic trend functions. Explicit estimates of the parameters and variances are derived in a convenient computational form from which the properties of these estimates become apparent. In connection with possible uses of the model for forecasting, the Smallest Neighborhood (SN) is introduced, within which the trend is assumed to be either linear or representable by a single term. Examples are given to show that simple techniques in certain situations may yield accurate forecasts in return for a comparatively modest amount of computational effort. A procedure "season" is given which calculates, for any general one term trend function, estimates of seasonal and trend constants together with standard errors and provides predictions, also with standard errors, for any required period.

5460

A computer system utilizing duplexed central processors and three types of satellite computer terminals has been developed for the control of manufacturing processes and product tests. The system was designed for use in a plant producing data processing equipment. The prime objectives of the project were 1) to reduce the time required for the plant to accept new products or product changes, 2) to reduce control and test equipment costs by using standard control and test equipment, and 3) to improve product quality through more uniform processes and tests. The objectives were met by using small, stored-program computer terminals to control individual tests and processes. These terminals are connected to a central computer system which assists with data processing and serves as an input/output device for the terminals. The design and implementation of the system occurred in two phases. During the first phase, the stored-program test terminal, a high-speed data transmission system, and a multiplexer were designed and installed on an IBM 1460 Data Processing System. A programming system was developed concurrently with the hardware. This system included a real-time monitor and application and utility programs which were written for operation in a time-shared environment. During the second phase of development a process control terminal, a data acquisition terminal, and a new multiplexer for duplexing two 1460 Data Processing Systems were designed and implemented. Also developed were shared file control units, an improved transmission system, and programming designed to effectively utilize the power of two computer systems on a real-time basis.
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